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Question 1 (60 Marks) 
 
Alan Accused is charged with the murder of Vince Victim.  Accused and Victim were both 
dealing drugs in the same area, and Victim was found shot to death in an alley in that area on the 
evening of August 7, 2018.  One 22 caliber bullet was found in Victim’s heart.   
 
On August 5, 2018, Vince Victim was at a dentist appointment and his dentist noticed that a 
number of his teeth were chipped.  The dentist asked Victim how his teeth got chipped, and 
Victim said as follows: 

 
I am involved in drug dealing because I am a drug addict, and selling drugs is the only 
way that I can afford to buy drugs.  I am on a waiting list for a drug treatment program 
but a spot is still months away.  I am having a dispute over drug selling territory with a 
major drug dealer, Alan Accused.  Yesterday, Accused beat me up over the territory 
dispute, and my teeth got chipped when he punched me repeatedly.  I am going to meet 
Accused in an alley in a couple of days to try and settle the territory dispute, but I am 
really worried about this meeting because I overheard Accused talking on his phone 
yesterday saying something about me and “being dealt with soon”.  

 
There is a video camera which covers the entrance to the alley where Victim was found shot to 
death, but it frequently malfunctions.  The only footage recoverable from the evening of August 
7, 2018 is a short clip which shows Accused running out of the alley and throwing something 
down a storm drain.  A police officer viewed the video clip on August 8, 2018 and went that 
afternoon to the storm drain and found a handgun in the drain.  The police officer knew that this 
type of gun uses 22 caliber bullets and she therefore determined that it had likely been used in 
the Victim’s murder. 
 
After viewing the video and finding the gun, the police officer decided to arrest Accused.  She 
found him on a street in the neighborhood and arrested him for the murder of Victim.  The police 
officer told Accused that he had the right to contact a lawyer.  Accused stated he did not wish to 
talk to a lawyer and said he preferred to say nothing right now.  The police officer then told 
Accused that they had clear video evidence that he had killed Victim and that she was surprised 
he had done this because she did not view Accused as a violent person.  She said there might be 
a lot more to this story than she knew right now.  Accused then said:     
 

Okay I did have a meeting with Victim in the alley so we could discuss a problem we 
were having.  Victim suddenly started attacking me.  I tried to shoot above him to scare 
him away, but somehow a bullet hit him.  I then immediately left the alley because I 
thought that Victim might be able to still come at me. 

 
At Accused’s jury trial for Victim’s murder, the Crown wishes to call all of the evidence 
described above, including testimony from the dentist regarding what Victim said to him, the 
video, the handgun found in the alley and the police officer’s analysis of it, and the statement of 
Accused to the police officer.  
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 (Question 1 continued) 
 
Do you think that the defence can make any reasonable arguments to exclude any of the 
evidence in Question 1, and do you think those arguments will be successful?  Further, if 
this evidence is found to be admissible, should the trial judge give the jury any instructions 
about it? 
 
 
Question 2 (30 Marks) 
 
In 2014, William Worker was in his fifth year of employment at an investment firm where he 
managed large client accounts.  Brenda Boss, the head of the firm, told Worker to start taking 
small amounts of money out of client accounts and place the money in her personal account.  
Worker resisted for a couple of months, but then gave into the pressure from Boss and started 
diverting client money to Boss’s personal account.  Worker eventually felt bad about what he 
was doing, and went to the police and told them what was happening at the firm.  Boss and 
Worker were arrested for theft and both ended up pleading guilty.     
 
In 2018, Worker was running a small landscaping business which was doing well but started 
getting less business.  Worker was having trouble paying his employees, so he is alleged to have 
started charging existing customers for work that was never done.  Worker is alleged to have 
raised so much money from this scheme that he was able to keep the business going.  Worker has 
been charged with fraud based on evidence of his customers that he charged for work that was 
not done.  Worker plans to testify at his fraud trial and say that there may have been some bills 
for customers which included work that was not done, but that it was just a mistake because he is 
not good at doing paperwork and he must have billed them in error.   
 
The Crown wishes to call Boss to testify at Worker’s fraud trial.  Boss intends to testify that 
Worker successfully managed complex accounts at her investment firm for years and testify how 
she eventually convinced him to help her steal money from client accounts. 
 
Do you think Boss’s testimony will likely be admissible at Worker’s fraud trial? Please 
explain why or why not. 
 
 
Question 3 (10 Marks) 
 
Comment on the accuracy of the following comment: 
 

The rules for corroborative evidence are similar for different areas of evidence. 
 
 

END OF EXAMINATON 
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